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Carimelle - We Are The Star Sanses
Tom: C

            F                         A7
If you're evil and you're on the rise
Bb                   C7
You can count on the four of us taking you down
                           A7
Cause we're good, and evil can't crush our dreams
          Bb                       C7
We'll win the fight, and then go out for nice cream!
F                    A7                        Bb
We, are the star sanses, we'll always save the day!
                      Bbm
And if you think we can't
                      F
We'll, always find a way!
                 A7         Bb
That's why every universe, believes in
                 Bbm
Ink, blueberry, dream, and frisk the human!

( F  Am  Bb  C )

             E7   Am    C             F
F
If you could only know, who we really are
F          E7      Am           C              F
When we discovered worlds, far out beyond the stars
F         E7        Am         C                 F
We were amazed to find, their beauty and their worth
F              E7           Am        C          A
So we will protect our friends, and every universe
             D                             G  Eb  C  C

Every universe, yeah we will protect them!

( G  Eb  C  D )

G                     Bm
I will fight for the ones made by me
   C                         D
So they'll live in peace and harmony
G                     Bm
I will fight in the name of justice
    C               D
And everything that I believe in!
G                       Bm
I will fight for all things that they dream of
C                    D
Their hopes will not be crushed by any foe
G                     Bm
I will fight against everything!
       C        D                           G
That wants to destroy them and all of their homes
                      B        C
Yeah, the odds are against us
                              D               G
This won't be easy but we're not gonna do it alone!
G                    B                          C
We are the star sanses, we'll always save the day!
                     Cm
And if you think we can't
                       G
We'll, always find a way!
                 B         C
That's why every universe, believes in
                 Cm          G
Ink, blueberry, dream, and frisk the human!
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